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Abstract 

Keyhole gas tungsten arc welding (K-GTAW) was applied to characterize the weld bead geometry in 

case of the 6 mm thick electrolytic tough pitch copper. Various conditions of welding speeds and the 

preheating on the bead on geometry were studied for uniformity of weld geometry. Visual 

examination, macro bead dimensional analysis, microhardness profile across the transverse section, 

microstructural analyses were performed to investigate the K-GTAW on electrolytic tough pitch 

copper. The results revealed that full penetration of 6 mm can be obtained in a single pass using 

keyhole mode in GTAW. Keyhole length and width were majorly affected by the welding speed and 

preheating temperature. Significant variations in weld bead geometry were observed even when high 

heat input conditions were applied without preheating. Uniform weld bead geometry of 5 mm bead 

width and depth to width ratio of 0.42 was obtained for a length of 80 mm using appropriate 

preheating of 300°C and heat input condition of 1.37 kJ/mm (resulted from 300 amps welding current, 

120 mm/min welding speed and 15.3 volts voltage). In the uniform weld bead geometry, the weld and 

heat affected zones were consisted of coarse grains relative to base material, wherein the micro 

hardness variations were observed. 

Keywords: Keyhole; GTAW; Copper; weld; bead; geometry; penetration; evaluation.   

1. Introduction 

Excellent thermal and electrical conductivities, corrosion resistance nature and extraordinary 

aesthetic appearance are unique features of copper (Cu) that attracts large number of applications in 

different sectors including households, shipbuilding, power, electrical, electronics and 

microelectronics, chemical, metallurgical automobile, manufacturing, petroleum, and nuclear [1-16]. 

Besides, the welding of the Cu is challenging due to higher thermal and electrical conductivities, 



high melting point, hot short behavior, and high coefficient of thermal expansion [1–3]. 

Developments in welding approaches are being carried out to tackle these issues to obtain successful 

welds in Cu based alloys [17-20].  Preheating is one of such approaches known for enhanced 

welding of Cu especially for fusion based welding processes. It was observed that, the welding of Cu 

requires as high as 500 °C preheating temperature specifically when the thickness of Cu is higher 

than 3 mm [17]. Higher preheating leads to produce coarse grains in the weld zone and heat affected 

zone (HAZ). It was also prone to form defects such as porosity and the cracking tendency of the Cu 

during bead on plate (BOP) study, as reported in case of laser arc hybrid welding [17]. The weld 

metal ejection was an another issue observed in laser arc hybrid welding [2]. However, other 

literature of [21] depict that laser welding in vacuum was more stabilized, wherein the formation of 

porosities was considerably suppressed with an application of welding speed in between 0.5 to 2 

m/min. In case of gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) of Cu studied by, [22] it was observed that the 

welds were consisted micro cracking that was observed due to longer time in critical crystalline 

range during the solidification along with high amount of the oxygen in the weld metal. This issue is 

susceptible in GTAW of Cu. 

Despite of great interest in welding of Cu with it’s afore mentioned challenges, limited articles are 

available in this domain. Majority of the articles are on laser welding [18] and solid state welding 

processes [1,23], wherein many issues are yet to be resolved. To the best of authors’ opinion, there is 

no article available that addresses issues on uniformity of weld bead across the length when 

subjected by GTAW process. The keyhole mode of GTAW for the analysis of Cu welding and bead 

on geometry was never attempted in previous literature. It is worth to analyses K-GTAW on Cu 

welding as higher welding current can be employed that is used to promote the arc force, which in 

turn  increases penetration depth of weld bead [24-26]. This investigation was carried out to establish 



uniform weld bead using keyhole GTAW for Cu for the application of hydraulic grid in the 

diagnostic neutral beam of International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). 

2. Materials and Methods 

Commercially pure electrolytic tough pitch copper (ETP Cu) of 100 X 50 X 6 mm was used in this 

experimental investigation (refer Table 1 for the chemical compositions). The experiments were 

performed on the set up shown in Fig. 1, with constant process parameters as mentioned in Table 2. 

Also, other conditions such as backing plate, type of shielding gas, and power source characteristics 

were kept constant as carbon steel, commercially pure argon (of grade II), and constant current 

respectively. High heat input capacity power source with current caring capacity up to of 500 

amperes was utilized in this experimental investigation. There were six number of experiments 

performed (from T1 to T6) with various conditions as shown in Table 3. 

Welding speed, preheating conditions and current were varied during the experiments, in order to 

change the heat input conditions and cooling rate effects. The selection of process parameters was 

carried out based on visual inspection during and after experiments. GTAW torch was used for 

preheating application at the location of start. The intended preheat temperature as mentioned in 

Table 3 was obtained using this GTAW torch at the start of weld without moving the torch. Fluke 

62MAX, non-contact type infrared thermometer was used to measure the preheating temperatures. 

Preheating temperatures were measured from 1 feet distance at mid length of the specimen, at 50 

mm length and 10 mm away from the weld center line. As soon as desired preheat temperature 

arrives, the welding phase was conducted. The variations in parameters were carried out based on 

visual examination and the heat input conditions observed after each experiment. The heat input 



conditions were examined using (1) (adopted from [27-29]) and subsequently travel speed, current 

and application of preheating with different temperatures were varied. 

                               𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 =  𝜂 ×
 60 𝑋 𝑉 × 𝐼 

 1000 𝑋 𝑠
,                                                  (1) 

where, I is the welding current, V is the voltage and S is the welding speed (defines the arc energy 

with multiplication factor 0.06) and η is the process efficiency, presumed 0.6 based on [29].  

The visual examination was performed on surface of welds from the face and root sides. The 

uniformity on bead on weld was evaluated across the length with weld bead measurements as shown 

in the Fig. 2 (at three distinct regions, such as 5 mm from the start of the weld, 20 mm before the end 

of weld and mid length in the transverse direction). The mid length variations were further measured 

at every 15 mm. 

After the dimensional measurements, all the samples were extracted from the cross section, in order 

to perform macro examination. Each of these samples was extracted from the same location of 20 

mm before the end portion of the welds (considering the comparison on wider keyhole). The samples 

were further prepared using standard metallographic procedure. The rough grinding followed by the 

fine grinding of 1/0, 2/0, 3/0 and 4/0 grinding papers were performed as a first step of 

metallography. Polishing was performed using slurry of water and alumina powder after the grinding 

phase. The samples were etched using potassium dichromate by cotton cloth as a last stage of 

metallography. The depth-to-width (D/W) ratio was calculated during the macro examination using 

stereomicroscope (BSA A model) of Benbros Engineering. Based on results, the sample resulted 

with uniform weld bead geometry was subjected to microstructure and microhardness profile. 

Microstructural features were investigated using the optical microscopy and energy dispersive 

 



spectroscopy. Microhardness measurements were carried out using 100 grams of load applied for 10 

seconds at each 1 mm interval across the width of the specimen.  

3. Result and Discussion 

The surface appearances of the bead on profile from face and root sides are shown in Fig. 3 that 

revealed no surface defects. The defects such as spatters and humps are commonly observed in case 

of welding of Cu due to weld metal ejection phenomenon in case of fusion based welding [2,21]. 

However, the bead profiles were non-uniform across the length of each specimen. It can be seen that 

the width was narrow at the beginning (i.e. start position) and increases with a progress of length 

(hence completes with maximum bead width). This phenomenon is due to higher conductivity of Cu 

base material. In the beginning of weld, the heat was conducted quickly in the bulk of Cu and that 

subsequently dissipates rapidly due to higher thermal conductivity of Cu that in turn obstacles the 

conditions for keyhole formation. As soon as the GTAW torch travels across the intended length, 

effect of keyhole was obtained in Cu after reaching to favorable heating conditions. This condition 

of keyhole was obtained at different length due to district parametric conditions. Full penetration 

level of 6 mm can be seen at the root side, wherein full keyhole mode of GTAW process was 

revealed. The length of obtaining keyhole condition was distinct in all the experiments as different 

parametric conditions were subjected. Fig. 4 shows keyhole obtained under different conditions. The 

maximum keyhole length was obtained for conditions T3 and T5 wherein highest length of 

penetration of 80 mm was obtained. Both of these conditions were performed with preheating. 

However, the weld bead shape was district across the length in these two conditions.  

Fig. 5 shows dimensional analysis on weld bead width (of face side) across the length under 

different conditions of Table 3. Maximum variation from 3 mm to 29 mm in bead width was 



observed in T1 condition, whereas minimum variation from 10 mm to 16 mm was observed with T5 

condition. The imbalance between heat input and heat conduction influences width of weld bead 

across the length of Cu workpiece. The weld bead variation was largely non-uniform with the 

conditions of no preheating (i.e. T1 and T2) even though the high heat input conditions (refer Table 

4) were subjected. These variations were significant when specimen was not preheated initially 

before experimentation due to higher temperature gradient. This may be the strongest reason for 

huge variations in bead width and keyhole length in case of T1 and T2 conditions. The keyhole 

length obtained in case of T1 was 65 mm, however, the bead width variation was too large due to the 

very slow welding speed of 60 mm/min. These variations in bead width were reduced with an 

increase in the welding speed of 90 mm/min, however, the keyhole length was reduced to 38 mm, in 

case of T2 condition. 

Besides, the improvements in uniformity of weld bead geometry and penetration level were obtained 

with preheating condition. Condition of T3 (with preheating of 250°C) was resulted in improved 

penetration compared to condition of T2 (without preheating) at same process parameters (i.e. 1.82 

kJ/mm heat input (refer Table 4) with 300 amp current and 90 mm/min travel speed). Condition T5 

(with preheating of 300°C and heat input of 1.37 kJ/mm (refer Table 4)) was resulted in most 

uniform weld bead geometry from face and root side compare to all conditions mentioned in Table 

3. 

Due to the results obtained after T5 experiment, it can be concluded that 300 0C preheating and the 

120 mm/min welding speed with 300 amperes welding current were suitable parameters for the 

keyhole GTAW of ETP Cu for dimensions of 100 X 50 X 6 mm. The preheating employed for the 

T5 experiment that produced the uniform bead (as can be seen from Fig. 6) was high as compare to 

the other experiments in which preheating temperatures were low. 



In experiments of T3 and T4 conditions, variations obtained in the bead width were 24 mm and 14 

mm with the keyhole length of 82 mm and 42 mm respectively. T3 and T4 were performed using 90 

mm/min and 120 mm/min welding speeds respectively along with preheating of 250 0C. T3 was 

performed with similar process parameters of T2 having only difference on preheating. As a result, 

during the bead on plate run more amount of heat was utilized to produce the keyhole mode. Even 

though, the heat conducted along the width of the specimen resulted into the highest variations in the 

bead width. It can be interpreted that the welding speed was slower that served as additional 

preheating source and subsequently resulted in wider keyhole across the progressing length. In case 

of preheating condition, the heat conduction was possible along the width of the base metal that can 

help in stabilization of keyhole. Preheating was applied using welding torch using dwell time at the 

start of process. The transverse movement was applied when desired preheating temperature has 

reached. The bead width of T3 was the widest at the end portion of weld bead among all the 

experiments as shown in Fig. 7, which was resulted with large variations. Therefore, experimental 

condition of T4 was executed with the higher welding speed of 120 mm/min in order to reduce the 

variation in the bead width using lower heat input (refer Table 4) relative to T3 condition. The higher 

welding speed dwindled the variations in the bead width; however, the keyhole length was also 

reduced to considerable extent compare to T3 weld bead. The results obtained after these 

experiments revealed that slower welding speed degrade the characteristics of the bead width at the 

same time higher welding speed keeping the preheating temperature constant reduced the keyhole 

length. This affirms that the preheating condition needs to be increased so that proper keyhole 

conditions can be obtained. Therefore, the preheating temperature was raised to the 300 0C while 

keeping the welding speed constant in case of T5 condition. With T5 condition, uniform keyhole 

mode was maintained for larger length that subsequently resulted in uniform weld bead across 80 



mm length of the specimen. The set of parameters of T5 condition was resulted into a heat input 

value of 1.37 kJ/mm (refer Table 4). In order to reduce the heat input, T6 experiment was conducted 

with 275 amperes welding current keeping rest parameters constant relative to T5 condition. 

However, the variation in the bead width was less and near to bead width variation of T5, whereas 

the keyhole length was reduced to 30 mm. The reduction of keyhole length was significantly 

influenced by heat input that was reduced to 1.17 kJ/mm (refer Table 4) due to decreased current of 

275 amperes. Taking heat input values into consideration from the table 4, it can be observed for the 

present investigation that, the favorable heat input value was 1.37 kJ/mm along with the 300 0C 

preheating temperature. Other than experiment T5, all other heat input values were not favorable 

with the consideration of bead geometry, higher heat input values (caused in experiment T1 to T3) 

showed the excessively wider beads (with decreased the D/W ratio) and lower heat input (T6) 

resulted into the shorter keyhole length.  

Fig. 8 shows the cross-sectional macro examinations of bead on plate for aforementioned conditions 

of T1 to T6. Full penetration of Fig. 8 was not remained throughout the length of the specimen as 

discussed in section 3.1 and hence, best penetration condition was presented from each case. It can 

be seen that the macrographs were defect free without any voids and porosity. Besides, Miyagi and 

Zhang [30] observed porosity and voids in the macrographs of laser beam welded Cu due to the 

capillary behavior and weld metal ejection. The keyhole mode of GTAW was a strong possible 

reason behind the defect free welds. In case of GTAW the formation of the keyhole was wider due to 

the bell shape arc as compare to LBW (Laser Beam Welding) [21], which in turn helped in proper 

shielding with improved fluidity of Cu in weld pool. Therefore, defect free macrographs were 

resulted in all the conditions wherein full keyhole mode was obtained. It can also be observed that 

the keyhole shape that was distinct for each condition has influenced shape of the weld bead 



geometry. The weld bead at the bottom was wide in case of T1 and T3, moderate for T2 and T4, and 

narrow for T5 and T6. The reinforcement was not present while full penetration was present due to 

keyhole effect in all the cases. 

Fig. 9 shows the depth-to-width (D/W) ratio measured after the macro examination under the effect 

of keyhole. Higher D/W ratio for the conditions of T2, T4, T5 and T6 was observed, wherein highest 

D/W ratio of 0.42 was obtained with T5 condition that resulted from narrow width of keyhole. This 

was reported even higher as compared to published literature of Cheng et. al [31] wherein maximum 

D/W ratio was 0.34 observed with red-Cu using the argon and nitrogen gas mixture in GTAW 

without preheating. Besides, in other cases, due to the wider keyhole, the D/W ratios were low as 

compare to T5. However, the D/W ratios observed with T4 and T6 were very close to T5 but not 

uniform throughout the length. As mentioned in above sections, the non-uniform heat conduction 

was a problem for variation in keyhole uniformity that subsequently influenced the uniformity of 

keyhole throughout the length.  

The microhardness profile measured from the transverse cross section of T5 weld bead is shown in 

Fig. 10. There were no major variations observed in the microhardness of the weld, HAZ and parent 

metal. The hardness profile obtained in the weld region was ranging between 44 to 50 HV0.1, which 

was similar in the HAZ too. Whereas, the base metal shows the hardness in between 55 to 60 HV0.1. 

In this condition of T5, 1.37 kJ/mm heat input (refer Table 4) was employed along with the 

preheating temperature of 300 0C, which in turn resulted in the slow rate of cooling of 3.31 

0C/second as confirmed by time-temperature graph shown in Fig. 11. Due to slow cooling rate, the 

softening mechanism turn to be dominant and subsequently responsible for grain coarsening effect 

that may have led to low microhardness [32]. Microstructural analysis was performed to understand 

grain coarsening effect in support of microhardness variations.  



Fig. 12 shows the microstructures of T5 specimen from various locations such as weld, HAZ and 

parent metal. The grain coarsening can be confirmed in weld and HAZ regions, which was 

responsible for low hardness as compared to parent material. Additionally, small size round shaped 

particles were noticed in microstructures of weld [Fig. 12 (a)-(b)] and HAZ [Fig. 12 (c)-(d)]. These 

particles may have formed with composition of cuprous oxides considering susceptible reaction of 

Cu with oxygen. It is reported that cuprous oxides are prone to cause cracks in the weld zone in case 

of the Cu welding. Cuprous oxides can act as a eutectic, which are also known for the formation of 

liquid film in between solidified grains, and ultimately torn due to the shrinkage and stress at the 

grain boundaries that results in cracks [22].  However, in the present study, no such cracking effect 

was noticed in the microstructures. Application of 100 % argon as a shielding gas may have 

protected excess interaction of oxygen with Cu that may have resulted in defect free weld. In case of 

Yinan et al. [22], helium was used as shielding gas for GTAW of Cu. Furthermore, it can be seen 

from Fig. 12 that the crystal twining was observed in parent metal and HAZ that was expected due to 

wrought alloy [33]. 

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was performed to identify the presence of cuprous oxide in 

the weld zone produced with T5 condition. Fig. 13(a) shows image of scanning electron microscopy 

in weld zone and condition. Fig. 13(b) shows spectrum of EDS performed on spot 

 shown in Fig. 13(a). It can be seen that 18.32 atomic % of oxygen was noticed with rest of Cu. This 

was observed as presence of cuprous oxide particles in weld zone distributed in random manner 

however mostly inside the grains. It was observed that cuprous oxide with 28 atomic % of oxygen 

can lead to crack formation in case of Yinan et al. [22]. This may be the reason for defect free weld 

zone at macro and micro levels wherein formation of cuprous oxide was restricted with 18.32 atomic 

% of oxygen.  



4. Conclusions 

The study was performed to understand the behavior of keyhole gas tungsten arc welding (K-

GTAW) mode on electrolytic tough pitch copper (ETP-Cu) for its bead on plate analysis under 

different conditions. Successful bead on plate analysis was carried out. Following specific 

conclusions can be made from this investigation. 

1) K-GTAW was implemented on 6 mm thick the ETP-Cu with defect free bead on geometries 

under all investigated preheating conditions and heat inputs. 

2) Depth of keyhole was majorly influenced by the welding speed, welding current and the 

preheating temperature for the K-GTAW of Cu. Keyhole length and width were affected by the 

welding speed and preheating temperature. 

3) Preheating governs uniformity of the keyhole in K-GTAW of Cu. 

4) Uniform bead on plate geometry with depth to width ratio of 0.42 was obtained for 80 mm of 

length, under T5 condition of 300 amperes of welding current, 120 mm/min of welding speed 

and 3000C of preheating temperature, where in heat input condition was 1.37 kJ/mm. 

5) Minor variations in microhardness was observed in the weld and HAZ (44 to 50 HV0.1) 

compared to base metal (55 to 60 HV0.1), under T5 condition. 

6) Coarse grains were observed in the weld and HAZ. The HAZ grains were coarse equiaxed with 

twins while the base metal also consisted of finer equiaxed grains with the twins, under T5 

condition. 

7) In under T5 condition, the microstructures of weld were consisted cuprous oxides (even though 

resulted in defect free weld) as revealed in the SEM-EDS analysis.  
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Figure 1. Experimental set up used to conduct the experiments. 

 

 

Figure 2. Locations for bead dimension analysis 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 3. Visual appearance from face and root sides of the weld; (Suffix F and R indicate the face 

side and root side respectively) 



 

Figure 4. Keyhole length obtained under different experimental conditions. 

 

 

Figure 5. Variations in the bead widths. 
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Figure 6. Bead width uniformity obtained in T5 condition 

 

 

Figure 7. Bead shape in case of T3 condition 

 

 

  

 

  
 

Figure 8. Macro examination under the effect of keyhole 
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Figure 9. D/W ratio results (measured considering the average bead width across the length of 

obtained keyhole). 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Microhardness profile obtained with the T5 sample. 
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Figure 11. Temperature profile (rate of heating and cooling) obtained for the experiment T5.  
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Figure 12. Microstructures of T5 condition; (a)-(b) weld, (c)-(d) HAZ and (e)-(f) parent 

metal 

 

 



 

 
(a) 

 

elements weight % atomic % 

O K 5.34 18.32 

Cu K 94.66 81.68 

totals 100 

(b) 

 

Figure 13 (a) Image of scanning electron microscopy in weld zone and (b) energy dispersive 

spectroscopy results of spot mentioned in (a). 

 

 



 

Table 1. Chemical compositions of ETP copper. 

Element Copper Lead Phosphorous Silicon 

Amount in (%) 99.988 0.002 0.005 0.005 

 

 

 

Table 2. Constant process parameters of the investigation 

Sr No. 1 2 3 4 5 

Parameters 

Tungsten to 

Work piece 

distance 

(mm) 

Gas Flow 

rate(l/min) 

Electrode 

type 

Electrode 

diameter 

(mm) 

Angle of Tip 

(Degree) 

Values / 

Specification 

2 15 EWLa - 2 3.2 25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Table 3. Different process parameters and conditions of the investigation 

Parameters 

 

         Sample Id 

Current 

(Amperes) 

Voltage 

(Voltage) 

Welding 

Speed 

(mm/min) 

Preheating 

conditions/Temperature 

T1 300 15.3 60 No preheating 

T2 300 15.2 90 No preheating 

T3 300 15.3 90 2500 C 

T4 300 14.8 120 2500 C 

T5 300 15.3 120 3000 C 

T6 275 14.2 120 3000 C 

 

 

Table 4. Heat input under different conditions 

Experiments T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 

Heat Input 

(kJ/mm) 

2.75 1.82 1.83 1.33 1.37 1.17 

 

 


